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Gareth Morton MCIWM

• Communications & behaviour 

change practitioner 

• 25+ years experience

• Led 1 national recycling campaign, 

contributed to 2 others

• Areas/issues covered:



Eunomia - Service Areas

Local Environment
Leading waste, recycling and resource efficiency 

consultancy in UK and Europe; in the vanguard 

of efforts to establish a circular economy; 

combining policy and operational expertise

Energy
Providing advice in the low-carbon energy 

sector since 2001. Specialising in strategic 

and technical evaluation work, and 

challenging research and analytical tasks. 

Policy & Strategy
Developing coherent, fully-costed and forward 

thinking policies and strategies on waste, 

energy, air pollution, climate change, marine 

pollution and the natural environment, at the 

European, national, regional and municipal level.

Evaluation
Evaluation of projects and programmes to 

assess their effectiveness, and make 

proposals for changes; due diligence for the 

clean-tech sector 

Sustainable Business
Supporting businesses to become more 

resource efficient, reducing impact on the 

environment whilst generating commercial 

benefits. Includes circular economy business 

models and approaches.

Green Economy
Development of policies to support a green 

economy, spanning environmental fiscal 

reform, sector-specific policy and regulation, 

and the development of mechanisms to 

support the natural environment

Transactional Services
Providing transactional services to the waste, water, marine 

and energy sectors, including tailored advisory services for 

market assessment, and buyer and vendor due diligence.



Behaviour change, communications 

and engagement clients



Eunomia – agents for positive change



A practitioner’s approach to behaviour 

change



Lots of theoretical approaches

• COM-B

• Capability

• Opportunity

• Motivation

• Behaviour

• EAST

• Easy

• Attractive

• Social

• Timely



Catalyse 
Change

Enable

Engage

Exemplify

EncourageExplore Evaluate

The 6Es behaviour change approach

Address barriers

Educate and train

Communicate with target 

audience/s

Incentivise desirable actions

Dis-incentivise undesirable actions

Change policies and/or 

procedures

Lead by example

Identify issues, 

explore barriers

and develop solutions

Set KPIs, 

evaluate results, 

establish success





Current 
attitudes

Ingrained habits 
and behaviours

Time 
pressures

Easy life
(lazy!)

Other 
priorities

Everything
else!

The challenges we face



Reasons to be (cautiously) optimistic? 



Some successful approaches



Campaign approaches

Campaigns

Instructional Emotional



Sewers and fatbergs, beaches and wet 

wipes



One modern campaign

• www.wetwipesturnnasty.com

http://www.wetwipesturnnasty.com/


Campaign messaging



Own Your Throne – Hamilton, Canada



Stop the unflushables

Challenges

• Hidden behaviours

• Very private habits
• ‘Taboo’ subjects

• Yuck factor

• Easy option 

• Ingrained behaviour

• No direct personal 
consequences

Solutions

• Educate and 
communicate

• Focus on the impacts

• Everyone loves 
beaches

• Use creativity and 
humour to
• engage 

• break down taboos

• Simple language

• Multi-media approach



Toilets Are Not Trashcans Campaign



Recycling and waste

Challenges

• Widespread 

consumerist culture

• Ingrained behaviours

• Easy to dispose of 

rubbish

• Recycling more 

difficult

• Complex issue

• No direct personal 

consequences

Solutions

• Communicate and 

educate

• Make recycling easier 

• Make throwing 

rubbish away harder

• Introduce 

‘consequences’

• Legislate



Food waste

Challenges

• All of the previous!

• Increased desire to clean and 
dispose

• ‘Hidden’ behaviour

• Yuck factor!

Solutions

• Engage, inform and educate

• The cost factor

• Make it easy

• Address the yuck factor



Only yesterday…



Introducing food waste collections in 

Wokingham

Article in August 2019 issue 

of Circular magazine



Wokingham - news features, vehicle 

livery and results

The campaign and the service had an overwhelming response: 

• 1,198 tonnes of food waste were collected in the first three 

months 

• The Council achieved and maintained its target of 1.46 

Kg/HH/Wk - occasionally reaching a high of 1.53kg/HH/Wk.  



Stuyvesant Town (StuyTown), 

Manhattan, New York City, USA

• Case study published 

in Resource Recycling 

(USA), November 2018

https://www.eunomia.co.uk/case_study/informing-organic-waste-collections/

https://www.eunomia.co.uk/case_study/informing-organic-waste-collections/


Interventions

Most successful intervention:

• Leaflet

• Vented caddy

• Floor bin
• Liners



Beyond plastic – animated video

• www.beyondplastic.net/showcase

• www.youtube.com/watch?v=n8gfbKVQXz0

http://www.beyondplastic.net/showcase
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n8gfbKVQXz0


‘Disruptive’ communications



Product standards and labelling



New technology - Waste Guru Smart 

Phone App

•Used by over 500 municipalities in Italy and five in Switzerland

• Recognizes more than 1.5 million products using its unique 
barcode scanner

•78% of UK adults use a smartphones 

Barcode 

scanner 

identifies 

items and 

component 

parts for 

recycling

GIS system 

shows 

where to 

recycle 

items



New technology - Alexa, ask My 

Kirklees

• Kirklees Council uses Alexa (My Kirklees Skill) 
so local residents can find out information 
about their bin collections:

• When the tip is open and how long the queue is

• Information on COVID-19

• Bin collection dates

• What you can put in brown and green bins

• Report a missed bin

“Alexa, ask My Kirklees which bin I should put out 
this week?”



Innovative drought campaign – Denver 

USA



Conclusions



Conclusions

• Water and waste issues and campaigns have 
similarities
• We’re dealing with behaviours revolving around 

‘stuff’ people buy, use and discard

• Some issues are tricky to engage people on

• We’re asking them to do things that are more of a 
hassle

• Some of it is complicated!

• How do we: 
• Break down the complexity?

• Give enough ‘urgency’ to the issues for messaging 
to break through to people without turning them off?

• Make desired actions appealing enough to become 
the ‘new normal’?



People react to immediate ‘threats’



People don’t respond to what doesn’t 

immediately appear to affect them



Huge public concern over plastics in 

the environment



Two tier campaigns

• National communications (the why)

• National campaigns on the issues Raise 

awareness and stimulate desire to act

• National initiatives such as on-pack labelling 

and product standards etc.

• Signpost to local actions and solutions

• Local/regional campaigns (the what/how)

• Engage local communities

• Specific solutions may differ geographically

• Tell people what to do, how, where etc.
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